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Abstract
Given a lattice polygon, we study the moduli space of all tropical plane curves with that Newton
polygon. We determine a formula for the dimension of this space in terms of combinatorial properties of
that polygon. We prove that if this polygon is nonhyperelliptic or maximal and hyperelliptic, then this
formula matches the dimension of the moduli space of nondegenerate algebraic curves with that given
Newton polygon.
1 Introduction
Tropical geometry is a powerful combinatorial tool for studying algebraic geometry. It associates to a classical
variety a “skeletonized” version of that variety, whose combinatorial properties reflect algebro-geometric ones.
In the case of studying plane curves (or more generally curves on toric surfaces), the tropical object is called
a tropical plane curve. It is a subset of R2 that has the structure of a weighted, balanced polyhedral complex
of dimension 1. Any tropical plane curve C is defined by a tropical polynomial in two variables over the
min-plus semiring, and is dual to a subdivision of the Newton polygon ∆ of that polynomial. The tropical
curve C contains a distinguished metric graph G, called its skeleton, which is the smallest subset of C that
admits a deformation retract. If the subdivision of ∆ is a unimodular triangulation, we call C smooth. In
the event that C is smooth, then C, as well as G, has genus (that is, first Betti number) equal to the number
of interior lattice points of ∆. This is illustrated in Figure 1, which shows a regular unimodular triangulation
of a polygon with 9 interior lattice points on the left, a dual smooth tropical plane curve of genus 9 in the
middle, and the curve’s skeleton on the right. We remark that for a planar graph, the genus can also be
characterized as the number of bounded faces in any planar embedding of that graph.
Figure 1: A triangulated lattice polygon, a dual tropical curve, and its skeleton
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The authors of [BJMS15] introduced the moduli space of tropical plane curves of genus g, denotedMplanarg ,
for any integer g ≥ 2. As a set, this consists of all metric graphs of genus g that appear as the skeleton of
a smooth tropical plane curve, up to closure. Geometrically, it is the locus of such graphs inside of Mg, the
moduli space of metric graphs of genus g:
Mplanarg ⊂Mg.
The space Mplanarg can be written as a finite union of simpler polyhedral spaces. In particular, we can write
Mplanarg =
⋃
∆
M∆,
where the union is taken over all lattice polygons ∆ with exactly g interior lattice points, and whereM∆ is the
closure of the set of all metric graphs that are the skeleton of a smooth tropical curve with Newton polygon
∆. By considering lattice polygons up to equivalence, we may take this union to be finite, as discussed in
[BJMS15, Proposition 2.3]. We may also restrict our consideration to maximal polygons, which are those
that are not contained in any other lattice polygon with the same set of interior lattice points. Sometimes
one sorts the polygons ∆ into two groups: the hyperelliptic polygons, which have all interior lattice points
collinear; and the nonhyperelliptic polygons, which are not hyperelliptic.
Each M∆ admits its own decomposition:
M∆ =
⋃
T
MT ,
where the union is taken over all regular unimodular triangulations T of ∆, and where MT is the closure of
the set of all metric graphs that are the skeleton of a smooth tropical curve dual to T . Taken together, we
have
Mplanarg =
⋃
∆
⋃
T
MT .
The dimension of Mplanarg is then the maximum of dim(MT ), taken over all regular unimodular triangulations
T of all polygons ∆ with g interior lattice points.
Since each trivalent graph of genus g has 3g − 3 edges, Mg is a (3g − 3)-dimensional polyhedral space.
By [BJMS15], the dimension of Mplanarg is d(g), where
d(g) =

3 if g = 2
6 if g = 3
16 if g = 7
2g + 1 otherwise.
Their proof of this proceeds as follows. First, to show that dim
(
Mplanarg
)
is bounded above by the claimed
numbers, they note that Mplanarg is contained in the tropicalization of the moduli space of nondegenerate
curves Mndg introduced in [CV09]. It is known that dim
(Mndg ) = d(g) for all g by [CV09, Theorem 12.2],
and since dimension is preserved under tropicalization, we have
dim
(
Mplanarg
) ≤ dim (Mndg ) = d(g).
It remains to show that dim
(
Mplanarg
)
is at least as large as d(g). For each g ≥ 2, [BJMS15] construct a
polygon ∆ with g interior lattice points together with a regular unimodular triangulation T of ∆ such that
dim (MT ) = d(g). It follows that
dim
(
Mplanarg
) ≥ d(g),
implying equality.
The polygons used by [BJMS15] to achieve this lower bound are called honeycomb polygons. These are
polygons admitting a triangulation whose primitive triangles are all translations of the triangles with vertices
(0, 0), (1, 0), (0, 1) and (0, 0), (−1, 0), (0,−1); such a triangulation appears in Figure 1. It turns out that for
a honeycomb triangulation T of a honeycomb polygon ∆, the dimension of MT can be expressed in terms
of data from ∆(1), the convex hull of the interior lattice points of ∆. We call ∆(1) the interior polygon of ∆.
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Proposition 1.1 ([BJMS15], Lemma 4.2). Let ∆ be a honeycomb polygon, and T the honeycomb triangu-
lation. Suppose ∆(1) has g lattice points, g(1) interior lattice points, and b boundary lattice points that are
not vertices. Then
dim (MT ) = 3g − 3− 2g(1) − b.
Since 3g − 3 is the dimension of Mg, this result says that each interior point of ∆(1) contributes 2 to
the codimension of MT , while each non-vertex boundary point of ∆(1) contributes 1 to the codimension.
For example, the lattice polygon in Figure 1 has g = 9, g(1) = 1, and b = 4. Thus MT has dimension
dim(MT ) = 3 · 9 − 3 − 2 · 1 − 4 = 18, and sits inside the 24-dimensional space M9. Since 18 = dim(MT ) ≤
dim(M∆) ≤ dim(Mplanar9 ) = 19, we can deduce that dim(M∆) is either 18 or 19.
Our first main result provides a simple way to compute dim(MT ) for any regular unimodular triangulation
T . We refer to an edge e in T as radial if it connects an interior lattice point of ∆ to a boundary lattice
point of ∆, such that e ∩∆(1) consists of a single point.
Theorem 1.2. Let T be a regular unimodular triangulation of a nonhyperelliptic lattice polygon ∆. Let b1
be the number of lattice points in ∂∆(1) incident to only one radial edge in T , and let b2 be the number of
lattice points in ∂∆(1) incident to two or more radial edges, all of whose endpoints are mutually collinear.
Then
dim (MT ) = 3g − 3− 2g(1) − 2b1 − b2.
In the special case that T is a honeycomb triangulation, we have b1 = 0 and b2 = b, thus recovering
Theorem 1.1.
Since dim (M∆) is the maximum of dim (MT ) over all regular unimodular triangulations T of ∆, we
wish to find a regular triangulation of ∆ minimizing the value of 2b1 + b2. We construct and analyze such
an optimal triangulation, leading us to the following theorem for maximal nonhyperelliptic polygons. It is
framed in terms of the number of column vectors of a polygon, which are translation vectors that keep a
polygon contained within itself after deleting a face; see Section 2 for a more precise definition.
Theorem 1.3. Let ∆ be a maximal nonhyperelliptic polygon with g interior lattice points, r boundary lattice
points, and c(∆) column vectors. Then we have
dim(M∆) = g − 3 + c(∆)− r.
We find a similar, though more complicated, formula for dim(M∆) when ∆ is a nonmaximal nonhyper-
elliptic polygon. These formulas help us relate these tropical moduli spaces to algebraic ones. As defined in
[CV09], Mndg is constructed as a union of spaces M∆ which are the moduli spaces of nondegenerate curves
with fixed Newton polygon ∆. It was noted in [BJMS15] that dim(M∆) ≤ dim(M∆), with equality known
only for particular families of honeycomb polygons, such as rectangles and isosceles right triangles [BJMS15,
§4]. They posed as an open question whether or not these dimensions are always equal [BJMS15, Question
8.6(1)]. Our main theorem answers this question in the affirmative for most lattice polygons.
Theorem 1.4. Let ∆ be a nonhyperelliptic lattice polygon of genus g ≥ 2. Then
dim (M∆) = dim (M∆) .
The same holds if ∆ is maximal and hyperelliptic.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the necessary background on polygons, triangu-
lations, and tropical curves. In Section 3 we briefly discuss the relevant topics from algebraic geometry, which
furnish upper bounds on the dimensions of our tropical moduli spaces. In Section 4 we provide a method for
computing the dimension ofMT for any regular unimodular triangulation T of a nonhyperelliptic polygon. In
Section 5 (respectively Section 6) we construct regular triangulations of maximal (respectively nonmaximal)
nonhyperelliptic polygons achieving the maximum possible dimension of MT in order to compute dim(M∆),
and we show that this matches dim(M∆). Finally in Section 7 we prove that our main theorem also holds
for maximal hyperelliptic polygons.
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2 Discrete Geometry
In this section we present background and terminology coming from discrete and tropical geometry. First
we recall some results on lattice polygons, and then on subdivisions and triangulations thereof. We also
consider tropical curves dual to such subdivisions, and the moduli spaces of metric graphs arising in this
way.
2.1 Lattice polygons
A convex polygon ∆ ⊂ R2 is the convex hull of finitely many points. If all the vertices of a polygon have
integer coordinates, we refer to it as a lattice polygon. Throughout this paper, all polygons will be assumed
to be two-dimensional convex lattice polygons, unless otherwise stated. The genus of a polygon is the
number g of lattice points interior to that polygon. The interior polygon ∆(1) of a lattice polygon ∆ is the
convex hull of the g lattice points in the interior of ∆. Depending on the number and arrangement of these
lattice points, ∆(1) is either empty, a single point, a line segment, or a two-dimensional lattice polygon.
Following the terminology of [Cas12], if dim(∆(1)) = 2 then we call ∆ nonhyperelliptic; otherwise, we call ∆
hyperelliptic. We say ∆ is maximal if it is not properly contained in another lattice polygon with the same
interior polygon.
We can also describe a lattice polygon ∆ as a finite intersection of half-planes. If τ ⊂ ∆ is a one-
dimensional face, then τ corresponds to a half-plane H(τ) in R2, namely
H(τ) = {(x, y) ∈ R2|ατx+ βτy ≤ cτ},
so that ∆ =
⋂
τ∈∆H(τ). For each τ we may obtain a unique collection of integers ατ , βτ , cτ by stipulating
gcd(ατ , βτ ) = 1. We define the relaxed polygon of ∆ as
∆(−1) =
⋂
τ∈∆
H(−1)τ ,
where
H(−1)τ = {(x, y) ∈ R2|ατx+ βτy ≤ cτ + 1}.
The boundary of H(−1)τ is τ (−1) = {(x, y) ∈ R2|ατx+ βτy = cτ + 1}. Given that τ was a 1-dimensional face
of ∆, in an abuse of notation we may use τ (−1) to refer to a face of ∆(−1). It is worth remarking that if ∆ is
a lattice polygon, it is not necessarily the case that ∆(−1) is a lattice polygon. We also note that although
every one-dimensional face of ∆(−1) is of the form τ (−1), not every τ (−1) is a one-dimensional face of ∆(−1).
See Figure 2.1 for illustrations of these two phenomena.
∆
∆(−1)
τ
τ (−1)
Figure 2: A lattice polygon ∆ whose relaxed polygon is not a lattice polygon; and a lattice polygon with a
face τ such that τ (−1) is a vertex of ∆(−1)
Lemma 2.1 ([Koe91], §2.2 and [HS09], Lemmas 9 and 10). Let ∆ be a nonhyperelliptic lattice polygon.
Then ∆ is maximal if and only if ∆ is the relaxed polygon of ∆(1); that is, if and only if ∆(1)(−1) = ∆.
It follows that for any nonhyperelliptic polygon ∆, there exists a unique maximal lattice polygon of the
same genus containing it, namely ∆(1)(−1). Such a polygon ∆ is illustrated on the left in Figure 3, followed
by its interior polygon ∆(1), followed by the relaxed polygon of the interior polygon ∆(1)(−1).
If ∆ is a nonhyperelliptic lattice polygon whose interior polygon ∆(1) has a one-dimensional face τ ,then
τ (−1) does appear ∆(−1), at least with one lattice point.
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Figure 3: A nonmaximal polygon, its interior polygon, and the corresponding maximal polygon
Lemma 2.2. The subset τ (−1) in ∆ is nonempty.
Proof. To avoid notational confusion, let τ (−1) denote the boundary of H(−1)τ , and let τ˜ (−1)i denote τ (−1)∩∆.
Without loss of generality we can assume τ lies along the x-axis with ∆(1) contained in the upper half plane,
so that τ (−1) is the line defined by y = −1. Any lattice polygon contained in ∆(0) not intersecting τ (−1)
must be entirely contained in the upper half plane defined by y ≥ 0, and thus could not contain ∆(1) in its
interior. Thus τ˜ (−1) is nonempty.
Figure 4: Column vectors associated to the faces of two polygons
A nonzero vector v ∈ Z2 is a column vector of ∆ if there exists a facet τ ⊂ ∆ (referred to as the base
facet) such that
v + ((P − τ) ∩ Z2) ⊂ ∆.
Two polygons are illustrated in Figure 4, along with all their column vectors.
For a face σ of a lattice polygon, let |σ| denote the number of lattice points in σ. It turns out that the
difference between |τ (−1)i | and |τi| encodes information about the column vectors associated to τ (−1)i .
Proposition 2.3. Let ∆ be a maximal nonhyperelliptic polygon, and τi a face of the interior polygon ∆
(1).
If |τ (−1)i | − 1 > |τi|, then the number of column vectors associated to τ (−1)i is equal to |τ (−1)i | − 1 − |τi|. If
|τ (−1)i | − 1 ≤ |τi|, then there are no column vectors associated to τ (−1)i .
This follows from the proof of [CV09, Lemma 10.5]. As an example, the maximal polygon in Figure 3
has |τ (−1)i | − 1 − |τi| = 5 − 1 − 2 = 2 for all i, and indeed each facet has two column vectors: they are the
same as for the triangle in Figure 4.
2.2 Subdivisions and triangulations
We now recall results and terminology on subdivisions of polygons. A subdivision of a lattice polygon ∆ is
a partition of ∆ into finitely many lattice subpolygons with the structure of a polyhedral complex, so that
two polygons intersect at a shared face (either the empty set, a vertex, or an edge). If all two-dimensional
cells in a subdivision are triangles, that subdivision is called a triangulation. We refer to a triangulation T
as unimodular if all the triangles in T have area 12 . Since we are working in two dimensions, a triangulation
is unimodular if and only if it cannot be further subdivided using cells whose vertices are lattice points
[DLRS10, Corollary 9.3.6]. A key fact is that any non-unimodular subdivision of a polygon can be refined
to a unimodular triangulation; see Figure 5 for an example.
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Figure 5: A non-unimodular triangulation and a unimodular refinement
1 x x
2
xy
y2
y
Figure 6: A lattice polygon with a height function and corresponding regular triangulation
In this paper we are especially interested in subdivisions that are regular. Let ∆ be a lattice polygon,
and let h : ∆ ∩ Z2 → R be any function, which we think of as assigning “heights” to each lattice point
of ∆. Consider the point configuration in R3 consisting of the points A = {(i, j, h(i, j))|(i, j) ∈ ∆ ∩ Z2}.
Take the lower convex hull of A, which consists of all faces in conv(A) with outward facing normal vectors
pointing downwards. Project the two-dimensional faces of this lower convex hull back down onto ∆, yielding
a subdivision of ∆. Any subdivision that arises from this process is said to be regular. An example of the
process, including the three-dimensional lower convex hull and the final regular triangulation, is shown in
Figure 6. A useful fact is that given a regular subdivision, there exists a unimodular refinement of that
subdivision that is regular; this follows, for instance, from [DLRS10, Proposition 2.3.16] and the fact that
any lattice polygon has a regular unimodular triangulation.
Given a regular subdivision T of ∆, the secondary cone Σ(T ) of T is the collection of all height functions
in R∆∩Z2 that induce the subdivision T . The set Σ(T ) is indeed a cone, relatively open. In the case that
T is a unimodular triangulation, we can give a nice characterization of the inequalities defining Σ(T ). If
P1 = (x1, y1), P2 = (x2, y2), P3 = (x3, y3), P4 = (x4, y4) are points in ∆ ∩ Z2 such that the triangles formed
by P1, P2, P3 and P2, P3, P4 are unimodular triangles in T and if ω ∈ Σ(T ), then we have that
det

1 1 1 1
x1 x2 x3 x4
y1 y2 y3 y4
ω(P1) ω(P2) ω(P3) ω(P4)
 > 0.
The solution set to all such inequalities is exactly Σ(T ).
2.3 Tropical curves and their moduli spaces
Tropical geometry defines analogs of objects in tropical geometry working in the min-plus semiring (R,⊕,),
where R = R ∪ {∞}, where a ⊕ b = min{a, b}, and where a  b = a + b. We deal exclusively with the two-
dimensional case of tropical geometry in this paper; see [MS15] for a more general treatment.
A tropical polynomial f(x, y) in two variables x and y is a tropical sum f(x, y) =
⊕
i,j∈Z aij  xi  yj ,
where aij ∈ R with only finitely many aij 6=∞. Treating all operations tropically, including exponentiation,
we can write such a sum in classical notation as f(x, y) = mini,j∈Z(aij + ix + jy). Viewing f(x, y) as a
function from R2 to R, the tropical curve defined by f is the set of all points in R2 where the minimum is
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achieved at least twice. This set can be endowed with the structure of a one-dimensional polyhedral complex.
For example, the tropical polynomial
(1 x2)⊕ (1 y2)⊕ x⊕ y ⊕ (x y)⊕ 1
defines the tropical curve pictured in Figure 7. It consists of six rays and three edges, meeting at four
vertices.
(0, 0)
(1, 1)
(0,−1)
(−1, 0)
Figure 7: A tropical curve
Any tropical curve is dual to a regular subdivision of a lattice polygon. Let f(x, y) be a tropical polynomial
in two variables, and leet C be the tropical curve it defines. The Newton polygon of f is the convex hull
of all (i, j) ∈ Z2 such that aij 6= ∞ in f . Let ∆ be the Newton polygon of f , and define a height function
h : ∆ ∩ Z2 → R by h(i, j) = aij . Since aij 6= ∞ on the vertices of ∆, h induces a regular subdivision S of
∆. By [MS15, Proposition 3.1.6], C is dual to ∆. Under this duality, two-dimensional cells in S correspond
to vertices in C, and one-dimensional cells in S (either interior edges or boundary edges) correspond to
one-dimensional cells in C (either bounded egdes or infinite rays). Moreover, the one-dimensional cells in
C are orthogonal to the corresponding cells in S. The tropical curve in Figure 7 is dual to the subdivision
in Figure 6; since we are using the min convention, the duality is clearer when the tropical curve is rotated
180◦.
If the dual subdivision of a tropical curve C is a unimodular triangulation T , we say that C is smooth.
From T , we can recover a great deal of the combinatorial data of C. The main data missing about C is
the length of its bounded edges, where length is measured according to the Z2 lattice. (If a line segment
intersects Z2 exactly at its two endpoints, it has lattice length 1; all other lengths are determined by scaling
and translating such segments.) Indeed, there are many different height functions that induce the same
regular subdivision, which in turn give combinatorially similar tropical curves with different edge lengths.
The length of an edge can be computed as follows. Let P1 = (a1, b1), P2 = (a2, b2), P3 = (a3, b3), P4 = (a4, b4)
be points in ∆ ∩ Z2 such that the triangles formed by P1, P2, P3 and P2, P3, P4 are unimodular triangles in
T , and let e be the edge in C dual to the edge P2P3. Then the lattice length of e is
det

1 1 1 1
a1 a2 a3 a4
b1 b2 b3 b4
h(a1, b1) h(a2, b2) h(a3, b3) h(a4, b4)
 .
Assume that the genus g of ∆ is at least 2. Let C be a smooth tropical curve with Newton polygon
∆. We may think of C as a metric graph, where each edge has a length associated to it (where rays have
infinite length). Let G be the minimal metric graph onto which C admits a deformation retract. This graph
G can be constructed by first removing all rays, and then iteratively removing any 1-valent vertices and
their attached edges. This yields a graph with 2-valent and 3-valent vertices. Concatenate any edges joined
at a 2-valent vertex, adding their edge lengths. Since g ≥ 2 and since C is smooth, we will end up with
a metric graph that has 2g − 2 vertices, all 3-valent. This metric graph is called the skeleton of C. Note
that for any tropical curves with the same dual triangulation, this skeletonization process will run exactly
the same, except possibly for keeping track of different edge lengths. An example of a regular unimodular
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triangulation, a dual tropical curve C, and the metric skeleton G are illustrated in Figure 8. All bounded
edges in the tropical curve have length 1, while the metric skeleton has one edge of length 1 and two of
length 5. Note that some bounded edges in C do not contribute to the edge lengths in G.
1
1
1 1 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
5 1 5
Figure 8: A unimodular triangulation, a dual tropical curve with bounded edge lengths labelled, and the
associated metric skeleton
As it is a metric graph, the skeleton of C is a point in Mg, the moduli space of all metric graphs of
genus g. This ambient space is constructed as follows. For every combinatorial type of trivalent graph G
of genus g, construct an orthant R3g−3≥0 encoding possible edge lengths on the 3g − 3 edges of G. Allow
the automorphism group of G to act on R3g−3≥0 , and take the quotient. Then glue together the quotiented
orthants along their boundaries according to a poset that encodes when two graphs become the same under
edge lengths going to zero.
Following [BJMS15], we define the moduli space MT as the closure of the set of all points in Mg that are
skeletons of smooth tropical plane curves dual to T . For the triangulation T in Figure 8, we claim that MT
consists of all metric graphs with that combinatorial type of graph: any three lengths a, b, c ∈ R with a, c > b
can be achieved by extending or contracting edges in the form of the tropical curve, and up to closure this
gives us all metrics on the combinatorial graph.
We now present a more constructive characterization of MT . The reader is encouraged to refer to
[BJMS15, §2] for more discussion of this same topic as our treatment closely follows theirs. Let ∆ be some
lattice polygon, and A = ∆∩Z2. Let T be a regular subdivision of ∆ induced by ω : A→ R. The secondary
cone Σ(T ) is a relatively open cone in RA, where the boundary points corresponds to coarsenings of T . The
collection of all such cones is the secondary fan of A.
If T is a unimodular triangulation and P1 = (x1, y1), P2 = (x2, y2), P3 = (x3, y3), P4 = (x4, y4) are points
in ∆∩Z2 forming a quadrilateral such that the triangles formed by P1, P2, P3 and P2, P3, P4 are unimodular
triangles, then we have that
det

1 1 1 1
x1 x2 x3 x4
y1 y2 y3 y4
ω(P1) ω(P2) ω(P3) ω(P4)
 > 0.
The solution set to all such inequalities is exactly Σ(T ), so we may define a map λ : RA → RE were E
is the set of edges in T contained in some unimodular triangle by letting the coordinate of an edge P2P3
be given by the above determinant; by duality, we can identify E as the set of (bounded) edges in a dual
tropical curve. If one considers ω to be the height function given by a tropical polynomial p(x, y) and ∆ is
the Newton polygon of f(x, y) then λ(ω) computes the edge lengths of the tropical curve defined by f(x, y).
We now define another linear map κ : RE → R3g−3 by adding the coordinates of edges which will be
concatenated under the skeletonization process, and forgetting those that are removed when we iteratively
remove leaves. Then we have κ ◦ λ(Σ(T )) = MT by Proposition 2.2 of [BJMS15]. Since MT is the image of
a cone under a linear map, it has a well-defined dimension.
We can now define the moduli space M∆. Abstractly, it is the closure of the set of all metric graphs in
Mg that are the skeleton of a smooth tropical plane curve with Newton polygon ∆. More constructively, we
consider all regular unimodular triangulations T of ∆, compute MT, and then take the union of all such MT
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inside of Mg:
M∆ =
⋃
T
MT ⊆Mg.
The space M∆ might not be pure-dimensional, so we define its dimension to be the maximum of the dimen-
sions of the (finitely many) spaces MT making it up.
3 Algebraic Geometry
In this section we discuss an overview of the connections between our tropical, combinatorial objects and the
algebro-geometric objects they model. For more details on the theory of moduli spaces in algebraic geometry
and how they relate to those in tropical geometry, see [ACP12] and [BJMS15, §3]. Let K be an algebraically
closed field, complete with respect to a non-trivial, non-Archimedean, surjective valuation val : K∗ → R. To
any curve C over K, we can associate a metric graph Γ called the Berkovich skeleton of C. When g ≥ 2, the
authors of [ACP12] study the map (when g ≥ 2)
trop :Mg →Mg
from the coarse moduli space of all curves of genus g to the moduli space of all metric graphs of genus g,
defined by sending a curve C to its Berkovich skeleton Γ. It turns out this map is surjective, and in fact
agrees with “naive set-theoretic tropicalization”.
Building off work of [Koe91], the authors of [CV09] study a special subset of Mg: the space of so-called
nondegenerate curves. Given a lattice polygon ∆, they define a Laurent polynomial f with Newton polygon
∆ to be nondegenerate if, for all faces τ ⊂ ∆, the system of polynomial equations
fτ = x
∂fτ
∂x
= y
∂fτ
∂y
= 0
has no solutions in (K∗)2. Here, fτ is the polynomial obtained from only including the terms of f with
exponent vectors in τ . The solution set to f(x, y) = 0 embeds naturally into the toric surface X(∆), and the
Zariski closure of such a solution set is then said to be a nondegenerate curve. Such a curve generically has
genus equal to the number of interior lattice points of ∆. For a particular polygon ∆, define M∆ ⊂Mg to
be the moduli space of all nondegenerate curves of genus g [CV09]. Then define Mndg to be the union over
all polygons ∆ of genus g of such M∆’s:
Mndg =
⋃
g(∆)=g
M∆.
The dimension ofM∆ is given by the following theorem from [Koe91], with modification to the notation
given by [CV09].
Theorem 3.1 ([Koe91], Theorem 2.5.12). Let ∆ be a maximal nonhyperelliptic polygon, with associated
toric surface X(∆) with automorphism group Aut(X(∆)). Then
dim(M∆) = |(∆ ∩ Z2)| − dim Aut(X(∆))− 1
The dimension of Aut(X(∆)) can be computed combinatorially using column vectors. Letting c(∆)
denote the number of column vectors of ∆, we have the following result from [BG02, Theorem 5.3.2].
Theorem 3.2. We have dimAut(X(∆)) = c(∆) + 2.
It follows from these two results that dim(M∆) = |(∆ ∩ Z2)| − c(∆) − 3. For instance, if ∆ is the
polygon from Figure 1, we have c(∆) = 4 (each edge has exactly one column vector) and |∆ ∩ Z2| = 25, so
dim(M∆) = 25− 4− 3 = 18.
The dimension formula for a nonmaximal nonhyperelliptic polygon is more complicated. Given such a
polygon ∆ of genus g, let ∆(0) = ∆(1)(−1) be the unique maximal polygon of genus g containing ∆. Let
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A = (∆(0) \∆) ∩ Z2 be the set of lattice points appearing in ∆(0) and not ∆. We can relate dim(M∆) to
dim(M∆(0)) in terms of the rank of a matrix constructed based on the column vectors of ∆. Let a1, a2, ..., an
be the n elements of A and c1, c2, . . . , cm be the m column vectors of ∆
(0). Let J be the n×m with generic
entries such that the entry in the ith row and jth column is nonzero if and only if ai − cj ∈ ∆ ∩ Z2.
Theorem 3.3 ([Koe91], Theorem 2.6.12). If X is the toric variety associated to ∆(0), we have
dim(M∆) = |∆ ∩ Z2| − dim(Aut(X)) + rank(J)− 1.
Comparing this formula to the one from Theorem 3.1, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 3.4. We have
dim(M∆) = dim(M∆(0))− |A|+ rank(J).
The moduli space Mndg served as the algebro-geometric inspiration for the tropical space Mplanarg as
defined in [BJMS15]. The relationships between the algebraic and tropical moduli spaces, along with the
tropicalization map, are summarized below, where g ≥ 2, ∆ is a polygon of genus g, and T is a regular,
unimodular triangulation of ∆:
M∆ ⊆ Mndg ⊆ Mg
↓ ↓ ↓
trop(M∆) ⊆ trop(Mndg ) ⊆ trop(Mg)
⊆ ⊆ =
MT ⊆ M∆ ⊆ Mplanarg ⊆ Mg
In general, the containments between the second and third rows can be strict. For example, suppose
g = 3 and ∆ = conv ((0, 0), (4, 0), (0, 4)). Up to closure, all curves of genus g arise as nondegenerate curves
with respect to this Newton polygon, since all nonhyperelliptic curves of genus 3 are smooth plane quartics.
Thus M∆ =Mnd3 =M3, and trop(M∆) = trop(Mnd3 ) = trop(M3) = M3. However, it is not the case that
M∆ = M3: as computed in [BJMS15, §5], only about 29.5% of genus 3 metric graphs appear in M∆. Since
trop(M∆) = M3, we have M∆ ( trop(M∆). A similar argument shows Mplanar3 ( trop(Mnd3 ).
Understanding and ameliorating this discrepancy between Mplanarg and trop
(Mndg ) has been the subject
of much work subsequent to [BJMS15]. Demonstrating that certain combinatorial types of graphs cannot
appear in Mplanarg regardless of edge lengths has been studied in numerous works, including [?, ?, ?]. In the
case of g = 3, work done in [?] allowed the construction of all trop
(Mndg ) (up to closure) by considering not
only tropical curves in R2, but also tropical curves in two-dimensional tropical linear spaces embedded in
higher-dimensional Euclidean space. A fruitful direction for future work would be to pursue a similar study
for higher genus.
The difference between the tropical moduli spaces and the tropicalizations of the algebraic moduli spaces
is lessened if we coarsen our study to the dimensions of these spaces.. The dimension of an algebraic variety
is equal to the dimension of its tropicalization, so the first and second rows in the above diagram have the
same dimensions. Due to containment, we have dim
(
Mplanarg
) ≤ dim (Mndg ) and dim (M∆) ≤ dim (M∆).
As discussed in the introduction, the equality dim
(
Mplanarg
)
= dim
(Mndg ) is the content of [BJMS15, §4].
Our Theorem 1.4, to be proven in Sections 5, 6, and 7, states that dim (M∆) = dim (M∆) when ∆ is either
nonhyperelliptic, or maximal hyperelliptic. We summarize this below:
dim(M∆) ≤ dim(Mndg ) ≤ dim(Mg)
= = =
dim(M∆) ≤ dim(Mndg ) ≤ dim(Mg)
4 Computing dim (MT )
Throughout this section we will assume that ∆ is a nonhyperelliptic polygon.
The main goal of this section is to provide a method to compute dim(MT ) in terms of the combinatorial
properties of T . Let T be a regular unimodular triangulation of ∆. We will establish general relationships
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between combinatorial characteristics of the one-dimensional faces of T and the dimension of κ ◦ λ(Σ(T )).
The arc of our proof is largely the same as the proof of [BJMS15, Lemma 4.2] for honeycomb triangulations:
each interior lattice point by default contributes 2 to the codimension, and certain edge concatenations lower
the number of linear constraints.
Throughout, we will assume without loss of generality that all interior edges in T intersect ∆(1). If
some edges do not, we may iteratively remove such triangles until we end up with a triangulation T ′ of a
smaller polygon ∆′, giving rise to exactly the same metric graphs as T ; so to determine dim(T ), it suffices
to determine dim(T ′). We begin with the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Let T be a regular unimodular triangulation of a lattice polygon ∆ of genus g, and let E be
the set of interior edges of T . Then dim(λ(Σ(T ))) = |E| − 2g.
Proof. Let A = ∆ ∩ Z2, so that λ maps RA to RE . Let r be the number of boundary points of ∆, so that
|A| = g + r. By Pick’s Theorem, the number T of triangles in T is equal to 2g + r − 2. We also have
3T = 2|E| + r, since each triangle contributes 3 edges to T , with interior edges double-counted. It follows
that 3(2g + r − 2) = 2|E| + r, which simplifies to |E| = 3g + r − 3, or equivalently |E| = |A| + 2g − 3. We
can rewrite this as |A| = |E| − 2g + 3.
By the rank-nullity theorem, we have rank(λ) + null(λ) = |A|. The nullity of λ is the dimension of the
fiber over any point in RE ; choosing such a point p in λ(Σ(T )◦), we may identify p with a smooth plane
tropical curve dual to T , unique up to translation (since T , edge lengths, and position in R2 are all the
data necessary to specify a tropical curve). We then have that null(λ) is equal to the number of degrees
of freedom in choosing a tropical polynomial yielding the tropical curve p up to translation; there is one
degree of freedom comes from scaling the coefficients, and two more degrees of freedom come from linear
change of coordinates corresponding to translation. Thus null(λ) = 3, and we have rank(λ) = |A|−null(λ) =
|E| − 2g + 3− 3 = |E| − 2g.
Since Σ(T ) is a full-dimensional cone in RA, its image under λ is a (|E| − 2g)-dimensional cone.
We offer the following natural interpretation of where the 2g linear equations cutting down the dimension
of λ(Σ(T )) are coming from. Each point P ∈ ∆(1)∩Z2 corresponds to a cycle bounding some face of C. The
lengths on the edges of such a cycle are constrained by inequalities ensuring each length is positive, along
with two linear equations; these are exactly the conditions such that the edges do indeed form a closed loop.
These equations are determined by the primitive vectors parallel to the 1-dimensional faces of T containing
P . Indeed, for a lattice point P ∈ ∆(1), let ν1, . . . νn be the primitive vectors beginning at P in the direction
of the one-dimensional faces (that is, edges) in T including P . By abuse of notation will refer to the faces
of T and the vectors both as νi. Then let µi be obtained by rotating νi by pi2 . For any tropical curve C
corresponding to a point in λ(Σ(T )) with edges ei dual to each νi of lengths `i, we must have that
n∑
i=1
`iµi = 〈0, 0〉 .
This yields two linear equalities, one for each coordinate. This is illustrated in Figure 9. Since there are g
lattice points, this yields the 2g linear equations.
Figure 9: The νi emanating from P in ∆, and the loop dual to them
The next step is to understand the dimension of our cone when we then apply κ : RE → R3g−3. This
will require a careful consideration of which edges in Γ are concatenated under κ. We will see that certain
faces in T play a key role. We say a one-dimensional face e of T is a radial face if one of the endpoints is in
∂∆, the other is ∂∆(1), and the interior of e is contained in ∆ \∆(1). The following lemma and proposition
make precise why we are concerned with such faces.
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Lemma 4.2. Let e1 and e2 be two adjacent edges of a tropical curve C in λ(Σ(T )). Then e1 and e2
concatenate into one edge under κ if and only if the one-dimensional faces dual to e1 and e2 are adjacent
radial edges.
Proof. The reverse direction is clear. Conversely, assume e1 and e2 concatenate into one edge under κ. We
know the faces f1 and f2 dual to e1 and e2 respectively are contained in some unimodular triangle T . Let f3
be the third face of T and P be the intersection point of f1 and f2. Note that f3 is not a split, since bridges
will not concatenate with other edges under κ. Without loss of generality we may assume T is the triangle
with vertices (1, 0), (0, 0), and (0, 1), where P is the point (0, 1) and that none of ∆ is contained strictly
below the x-axis as f3 is not a split. But then if f1 and f2 are not radial ∆
(1) must intersect the interior of
T and since ∆ and ∆(1) are convex there must be a lattice point of ∆(1) contained in {(x, y)|0 ≤ y < 1|};
this is clearly impossible, as illustrated is illustrated in Figure 10.
Figure 10: The triangle T from Lemma 4.2
Since radial edges will play a key role, we prove the following lemma that counts how many such edges
there are.
Lemma 4.3. Let T be a unimodular triangulation of ∆, where all edges intersect ∆(1). Let g and g(1) be
the genus of ∆ and ∆(1), respectively, and let r be the number of boundary points of ∆. Then the number of
radial edges in T is g + r − g(1).
Proof. Delete all non-boundary edges in T that are not radial edges, and add in any unimodular triangulation
of ∆(1), including ∂∆(1). We claim that the resulting subdivision T ′ of ∆ is a unimodular triangulation:
any polygon larger than a primitive triangle would be contained in ∆ \∆(1), but no such polygon can have
a lattice point separated from another by an edge of T unless that edge did not intersect ∆(1). Note that
T ′ also has the same number of radial edges as T , since no radial edges have been removed or added.
Within T ′, let T1 be the number of triangles in ∆(1), and let T2 be the remaining triangles. Letting r(1)
be the number of lattice boundary points in ∆(1), we have by Pick’s Theorem that
T1 + T2 = 2g + r − 2
and
T1 = 2g
(1) + r(1) − 2.
Thus we have
T2 = 2g + r − 2g(1) − r(1).
Let R denote the number of radial edges in T (and thus in T ′). Each triangle contributing to T2 has 3 edges,
which when enumerated count up r, r(1), and R, with every edge in R being double counted. Thus we have
3T2 = r + r
(1) + 2R.
It follows that
6g + 3r − 6g(1) − 3r(1) = r + r(1) + 2R,
which simplies to
2R = 6g + 2r − 6g(1) − 4r(1),
or
R = 3g + r − 3g(1) − 2r(1).
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Note that g(1) + r(1) = g, so we may simplify this to
R = g + r − g(1),
as desired.
Our next result considers how many information is lost when we concatenate certain edges in a tropical
cycle.
Lemma 4.4. Let C be a convex piece-wise linear simple closed curve with rational slopes, with edges
e1, · · · , en with lattice lengths `1, · · · , `n, and primitive normal vectors ν1, · · · , νn; and assume further that
for some m ≥ 2, the lengths `1, · · · , `m are unknown but their sum ` = `1, · · · , `m is known. Let L be the set
of all possible m-tuples of lengths `1, · · · , `m.
• If the endpoints of ν1, · · · , νm are all collinear, then dim(L) = m− 2.
• If the endpoints of ν1, · · · , νm are not all collinear, then dim(L) = m− 3.
Proof. Given the normal vectors ν1, · · · , νn, we have n− 2 degrees of freedom in choosing the lattice lengths
of C, with the last 2 lengths being determined by their slopes and the previous set of length choices. This
means that given `m+1, · · · , `n, there are m−2 degrees of freedom in choosing the remaining m edge lengths.
There is also the added condition that these edges must add to `. We will see that this does not actually
add a constraint if the endpoints of ν1, · · · , νm are collinear, but that it does if they are not all collinear.
First assume the endpoints of ν1, · · · , νm are collinear. After a change of coordinates, we may assume
that they all lie on a horizontal line. The dual edges e1, · · · , em then each have lattice length equal to their
horizontal width. Letting (a, b) and (c, d) denote the start and end of the portion of the cycle consisting of
edges em+1, · · · , en, we see that `1 + · · ·+ `m = |a− c|. Thus the prescribed length ` will automatically be
achieved regardless of our choice of `1, · · · , `n, meaning that dim(L) = m− 2.
Now assume the endpoints of ν1, · · · , νm are not collinear. We will show that the sum `1 + · · ·+ `m is not
determined by the other edge lengths, meaning we need the additional linear constraint that `1 +· · ·+`m = `.
Choose i so that νi−1, νi, and νi+1 do not have collinear endpoints. Without loss of generality, we may assume
that νi−1 = 〈1, a〉 where a ≤ 1, νi = 〈1, 0〉, and νi+1 = 〈b, c〉 where b 6= 1 (since the three endpoints are not
collinear) and c > 0 (since the polygon is convex). The lengths of ei−1 and ei are equal to their vertical heights
since both νi−1 and νi have second coordinate equal to 1, while the same does not hold for ei+1. Suppose
we are given a valid n-tuple of lengths (`1, . . . , `n), achieved by edges (e1, · · · , en) Write the endpoints of ei
as (x, y0) = ei∩ ei−1 and (x, y1) = ei∩ ei+1, where y0 < y1. Choose ε > 0 so that y0 + ε < y1− bcε, and build
a new cycle so that e′i now has endpoints (x + ε, y0 + ε) and (x + ε, y1 − bcε); this corresponds to slightly
increasing the lengths `i−1 and `i+1 to `′i−1 and `
′
i+1, while also changing `i to `
′
i if necessary. We claim that
the new cycle gives a different value for `. To see this, note that `′i−1 = `i−1 + ε and `
′
i+1 = `i+1 +
ε
c , while
`′i = `i− (1+ bc )ε. We thus have `′i−1 + `′i+ `′i+1 = `i−1 + `i+ `i+1 +(1+ 1c −1− bc )ε = `i−1 + `i+ `i+1 + 1−bc ε.
Since b 6= 1, this difference between `′i−1 + `′i + `′i+1 and `i−1 + `i + `i+1 is nonzero; as all other lengths were
unchanged, we do obtain different values of ` as claimed. Thus the condition of a prescribed ` does add a
constraint, meaning that dim(L) = m− 3.
Before we state the following lemma, we establish some notation for our triangulation T . Every point P
in ∂∆(1) falls into exactly one of three categories. Letting ν1, . . . , νm be the consecutive radial faces incident
to P , we either have:
1. m = 1;
2. m ≥ 2, with all endpoints of ν1, . . . , νm collinear; or
3. m ≥ 3, with not all endpoints of ν1, . . . , νm collinear.
We refer to the points of ∂∆(1) satisfying these properties as Type 1, Type 2, and Type 3, respectively, and
we let bi denote the number of points of Type i.
Lemma 4.5. Let S denote the (|E| − 2g)-dimensional subspace in RE containing λ(Σ(T )), and let κ be the
restriction of κ to this subspace. Then the map κ : S → R3g−3 has rank g − 3 + b2 + 2b3.
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Proof. Recall that we assumed at the start of this section that T only has interior edges that intersect ∆(1);
this means that κ does not have to delete any bounded edges, and only has to concatenate some.
From the proof of Lemma 4.1, we have |E| = 3g+ r− 3. This means that rank(κ) + null(κ) = |E| − 2g =
3g+ r−3−2g = g+ r−3, or rank(κ) = g+ r−3−null(κ). We will compute the nullity of κ by determining
the dimension of κ−1(p) for an arbitrary point p = (`1, . . . , `3g−3) ∈ κ(λ(Σ(T )◦)).
By our assumptions on T , the map κ does not delete any edges, it only concatenates them. If an edge is
not concatenated under κ, then that coordinate in RE can be identified with that coordinate in R3g−3, and
every point in κ−1(p) will have the same value `i in that coordinate. Thus it is only coordinates in R3g−3
made from concatenating edges (that is, adding coordinates in RE) that can contribute to the dimension of
κ−1(p). By Lemma 4.2, the only edges that are concatenated are dual to sequences of radial edges emanating
from the same lattice point of ∂∆(1). Since these coordinates in RE only correspond to one interior lattice
point, we may separately consider the contribution of each boundary point P of ∆(1) to dim(κ−1(p)).
If P is on the boundary of ∆(1), then let ν1, · · · , νm be the consecutive radial faces incident to P .
The contribution of P to dim(κ−1(p)) is then determined by what type of point P is; we claim that the
contribution is
• 0 for Type 1 (that is, if m = 1);
• m− 2 for Type 2 (that is, if m ≥ 2 and the endpoints of ν1, · · · , νm are all collinear); and
• m− 3 for Type 3 (that is, if m ≥ 3 and the endpoints of ν1, · · · , νm are not all collinear).
We argue this as follows. For Type 1, no concatenation occurs, so there is no contribution to dim(κ−1(p)).
For Type 2, we have lengths l1, · · · , lm adding up to some length `. As shown in Lemma 4.4, since the
endpoints of the τi’s are collinear, there are two linear equations governing the possible values of l1, · · · , lm,
namely those that ensure that the cycle they are a part of is a closed loop. (The condition that l1+· · ·+lm = `
is already determined by the other edges of the cycle.) Thus there are m− 2 degrees of freedom in choosing
the m lengths. The same holds for Type 3, except that the additional constraint l1 + · · ·+ lm = ` does not
automatically hold, meaning there are m− 3 degrees of freedom in choosing the lengths l1, · · · , lm.
Adding up all these contributions, we have a contribution of 1 for every edge connecting ∂∆ to ∂∆(1),
minus 1 for every point of Type 1, minus 2 for every point of Type 2, and minus 3 for every point of Type
3. Letting R denote the total number of radial edges, we thus have have
null(κ) = R− b1 − 2b2 − 3b3.
We know from Lemma 4.3 that R = g + r − g(1), or equivalently that R = b1 + b2 + b3 + r. It follows that
null(κ) = b1 + b2 + b3 + r − b1 − 2b2 − 3b3 = r − b2 − 2b3.
We conclude that
rank(κ) = g + r − 3− (r − b2 − 2b3) = g − 3 + b2 + 2b3.
This allows us to prove Theorem 1.2, which states that
dim(MT ) = dim(κ ◦ λ(Σ(T ))) = 3g − 3− 2g(1) − 2b1 − b2.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. First note that κ ◦ λ(Σ(T )) = κ ◦ λ(Σ(T )), so we may instead show
dim(κ ◦ λ(Σ(T ))) = 3g − 3− 2g(1) − 2b1 − b2.
Since λ(Σ(T ))) is a full-dimensional cone inside of S, and since κ : S → R3g−3 has rank g− 3 + b2 + 2b3, we
have dim(κ ◦ λ(Σ(T ))) = g − 3 + b2 + 2b3. Writing this to highlight the codimension, we have
dim(κ ◦ λ(Σ(T ))) = g − 3 + b2 + 2b3 = 3g − 3 + b2 + 2b3 − 2g,
and we take advantage of the fact that g = g(1) + b1 + b2 + b3 to rewrite this as
dim(κ ◦ λ(Σ(T ))) = 3g − 3 + b2 + 2b3 − 2g(1) − 2b1 − 2b2 − 2b3 = 3g − 3− 2g(1) − 2b1 − b2.
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This immediately gives us the following corollary.
Corollary 4.6. The dimension of M∆ is the maximum of
3g − 3− 2g(1) − 2b1 − b2,
or equivalently
g − 3 + b2 + 2b3,
taken over all regular unimodular triangulations of ∆.
In the next section we will consider how to find regular unimodular triangulations achieving the maximum.
However, for certain polygons it is easy to verify that a maximum has been obtained. Note that a lattice
boundary point of ∆(1) can only be of Type 3 if it is a vertex: if it is on the relative interior of a face τ
of ∆(1), a radial edge can only connect that point to a lattice point on the relaxed face τ (−1) by convexity.
Thus if b is the number of non-vertex boundary lattice points of ∆(1), in the best case scenario we have that
all b such points are of Type 2 and all vertices of ∆(1) are of Type 3. This means for any polygon ∆ we have
that
dim(M∆) ≤ 3g − 3− 2g(1) − b.
If we can find a regular unimodular triangulation with these optimal properties, then we will have that the
above formula is an equality. For example, any honeycomb triangulation satisfies these properties, meaning
that if ∆ is a honeycomb polygon, then
dim(M∆) = 3g − 3− 2g(1) − b.
For a non-honeycomb example, consider the triangulated polygon ∆ appearing in Figure 11, along with
a dual tropical curve as a witness to its regularity. All vertices of ∆(1) are of Type 3, and all nonvertex
boundary points of ∆(1) are of Type 2. This is the best possible scenario, so the dimension of M∆ is
3g − 3− 2g(1) − b = 3 · 7− 3− 2 · 1− 1 = 15.
Figure 11: A regular triangulation maximizing dimension, and a dual tropical curve
We now discuss in general the types of triangulations that maximize the value of b2 +2b3; we leave to the
next section the consideration of whether or not such triangulations can be chosen to be regular. Assume
for the moment that ∆ is a maximal polygon, so that ∆ = ∆(−1)(1). Let V (∆(1)) = {v1, . . . vn} be ordered
cyclically. Let the 1-dimensional faces of ∆(1) be {τ1, . . . τn} where τi has endpoints vi and vi+1 (we work
with the indices modulo n). We say that a unimodular triangulation T of ∆ is a beehive triangulation of ∆
if
1. T includes all boundary edges of ∆(1);
2. vi is connected to v
(−1)
i for all i; and
3. for each i, the number of lattice points on τi connected to at least two lattice points on τ
(−1)
i is
maximized.
Two examples of beehive triangulations of maximal polygons are illustrated in Figure 12, with the
interior polygons shaded as any unimodular completion will preserve beehive-ness. (The third triangulation
is a beehive triangulation of a nonmaximal polygon, which will we define shortly.)
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Figure 12: Beehive triangulations, with interior polygons shaded
Lemma 4.7. Any beehive triangulation achieves the maximum possible value of b2 + 2b3.
Before we prove this lemma, we will consider how we can extend the definition of beehive to nonmaximal
polygons. First we replace condition (2) with vi being connected to the points of τ
(−1)
i−1 ∩∆ and τ (−1)i ∩∆
closest to v
(−1)
i . For condition (3), it is no longer the case that we may treat each pair τ
(−1)
i and τ
(−1)
j
independently for the purposes of achieving the maximum possible value of b2 + 2b3. For instance, in the
rightmost triangulation in Figure 12, the fact that one interior lattice point is connected to both lattice
points of the bottom-most edge prevents another lattice point from being connected to more than one such
lattice point; and if we had flipped the diagonal edge to prioritize the other lattice point, we would have
achieved a lower value of b2 + 2b3. Thus we replace condition (3) with the more opaque requirement that we
complete the triangulation so as to maximize b2 + 2b3.
Proof. First assume ∆ is maximal. Certainly there is no harm in connecting vi to v
(−1)
i : the only edge in
a triangulation that could separate them would connect τ
(−1)
i−1 to τ
(−1)
i , which does not improve the type of
any interior lattice points. There is also no harm in including all boundary egdes of ∆(1), since this will not
block any possible radial edges.
At this point all we need to do is determine, for each i, which lattice points on τi to connect to which
lattice points on τ
(−1)
i . Certainly each lattice point u of τi will be connected to at least one lattice point
of τ
(−1)
i . We claim that each u connected to at least two lattice points of τ
(−1)
i will contribute exactly 1 to
b2 + 2b3, and that this is the maximal such contribution. To see this, note that a nonvertex boundary point
u can at best be a Type 2 point, which occurs if and only if it is connected to at least two lattice points of
τ
(−1)
i ; and that a vertex boundary point vi (or vi+1) will be upgraded from a Type 1 to a Type 2 or from a
Type 2 to a Type 3 (depending on what’s happening in τ
(−1)
i−1 ) if and only if it is connected to an additional
lattice point of τ
(−1)
i besides v
(−1)
i . In all these cases, a contribution of exactly 1 occurs, and we can do no
better by making different choices for the edges connecting τi and τ
(−1)
i .
A similar argument holds in the case where ∆ is not maximal: the prescribed edges from (1) and (2) do
not interfere with any radial edges, and from there (3) maximizes the possible contributions to b2 + 2b3.
Once we show that we can find regular beehive triangulations, we will know that they achieve the max-
imum possible dimension of dim(MT ) for a given ∆. In this way, they play the same role as honeycomb
triangulations for general polygons, whence the name “beehive”. It is not true that all honeycomb triangu-
lations are beehive triangulations; however, it becomes true once we slice off any corners of the honeycomb
polygon that do not contribute to the skeleton in the honeycomb triangulation.
5 Maximal nonhyperelliptic polygons
Let ∆ be a maximal nonhyperelliptic polygon. As in the previous section, let V (∆(1)) = {v1, . . . vn} be
ordered counterclockwise, and let the one-dimensional faces of ∆(1) be {τ1, . . . τn} where τi has endpoints vi
and vi+1 (treating the indices modulo n). We know by Corollary 4.6 that dim(M∆) is the maximum value
of g − 3 + b2 + 2b3, taken over all regular unimodular triangulations of ∆. We will show that there exists
a regular beehive triangulation of ∆, which will achieve the maximum possible value of b2 + 2b3 by Lemma
4.7. We will then determine the value of b2 + 2b3 in a beehive triangulation of a maximal nonhyperelliptic
polygon, giving us a formula for dim(M∆).
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Our general strategy to construct a regular beehive triangulation will be to start by subdividing ∆ into
∆(1) and a collection of polygons with lattice width 1, and then refine our subdivision from there. We state
the following three lemmas, which will be helpful in the refinement.
Lemma 5.1. For any regular subdivision R of a polygon ∆, any set of affinely independent points {x1, x2, x3}
in ∆, and any three heights {a, b, c}, there exists a height function ω such that ω(x1) = a, ω(x2) = b, ω(x3) = c
and ω induces the subdivision R.
Proof. This lemma in the case of a = b = c = 0 is the content of [DLRS10, Exercise 2.1]. Given a height
function ω′ with ω′(x1) = ω′(x2) = ω′(x3) = 0 inducingR, we can add an affine function ω′′ with ω′′(x1) = a,
ω′′(x2) = b, and ω′′(x3) = c. We then have that ω := ω′ + ω′′ induces the same subdivision, and satisfies
ω(x1) = a, ω(x2) = b, and ω(x3) = c.
Lemma 5.2 ([DLRS10], Proposition 2.3.16). Let R be a regular subdivision of ∆ and let ω be a height
function for ∆. Then the following is a regular refinement of R:
Rω =
⋃
C∈R
R(∆|C , ω|C),
where R(∆|C , ω|C) is the subdivision of C given by ω|C .
Lemma 5.3 ([KZ03], Lemma 3.3). If ∆ has lattice width 1, then any subdivision of ∆ is regular.
Suppose for the moment that ∆ has at least one edge with 3 distinct lattice points1; choose the labelling
of the vertices and edges of ∆(1) so that τ
(−1)
n is such an edge. Let u and v be the points on τ
(−1)
n nearest
v
(−1)
n and v
(−1)
1 , respectively; these are guaranteed to exist and to be distinct from v
(−1)
1 and v
(−1)
n (though
not necessarily from each other). Let T0 be the subdivision of ∆ given by the following height function2:
ω0(p) =

1 if p ∈ V (∆)
6
pi2
if p ∈ conv({u, v}) ∩ Z2
0 otherwise.
Let Ci = conv(τi, τ
(−1)
i ) for i = 1, 2, . . . n. The subdivision T0 has the n cells ∆(1), C1, . . . , Cn−1, as
well as three more cells subdividing Cn: a pair of unimodular triangles T1 = conv(v1, v
−1
1 , v) and T2 =
conv(vn, v
−1
n , u) bordering C1 and Cn−1, respectively, and an intermediate cell C
′
n. One can see an example
of the subdivision in Figure 5.
v4v1
v2
v4
∆(1)
τ4
τ1
τ2
τ3
τ
(−1)
4
τ
(−1)
1
τ
(−1)
3
v
(−1)
2 , v
(−1)
2 , τ
(−1)
2
v
(−1)
1
uv v
(−2)
4
C ′4
C1
C3
C2
Figure 13: A maximal polygon ∆ with the cells of T0 labeled
1It is possible that this holds for any maximal nonhyperelliptic polygon, perhaps through a proof similar to that of [Cas12,
Lemma 1(c)]; however, it will be easy enough to separately prove our result in the case that no such edge exists.
2There is no significance whatsoever to the choice of 6
pi2
; any value in (0, 1) is suitable.
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Proposition 5.4. For any refinements R1, . . . ,Rn−1,Rn of the faces C1, . . . , Cn−1, C ′n, there exists a regular
refinement R of T0 such that R|Ci = Ri for every i ∈ {1, . . . n− 1} and R|C′n = Rn
Proof. We will construct a height vector ωi for every face Ci such that Ri = R(∆|Ci , ωi), and such that
ωi|Ci∩Cj = ωj |Ci∩Cj . This will be used to create a height function ω satisfying the conditions of Lemma 5.2.
Note that any cell Ci has lattice width 1, and so by Lemma 5.3 we have that the refinement Ri is regular.
We will inductively choose our height vectors ωi on C1, . . . , Cn−1, C ′n, from ω1 to ωn, compatible on overlaps.
Choose any height vector for ω1 inducing the subdivision R1 of C1. Now assume that ωi has been chosen
for all i ≤ k, where k ≤ n− 1. First consider the case where k 6= n− 1. The two faces Ck and Ck+1 intersect
in two lattice points (namely vk+1 and v
(−1)
k+1 ), and so ωk+1 can be chosen to agree with ωk by Lemma 5.1
while inducing Rk+1 on Ck+1.
Now consider the case where k = n − 1. Due to the presence of the triangles T1 and T2 in T0, C ′n only
intersects C1 at v1 and Cn−1 at vn−1. Thus ωn can be chosen to agree with both ω1 and ωn−1 by Lemma
5.1 while inducing Rn on C ′n
Now define ω so that it agrees with each ωi, and is defined in any way on the other lattice points of ∆.
By Lemma 5.2, the refinement
R =
⋃
C∈T0
R(∆|C , ω|C)
is regular, and satisfies R|Ci = R(∆|Ci , ω|Ci) = R(∆|Ci , ωi) = Ri for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 and R|C′n =R(∆|C′n , ω|C′n) = R(∆|C′n , ωn) = Ri, as desired.
Since T0 is the start of a beehive triangulation, this allows us to prove the following result.
Proposition 5.5. Let ∆ be a maximal nonhyperelliptic polygon. There exists a regular unimodular beehive
triangulation T of ∆.
Proof. If ∆ has at least one edge with 3 lattice points, we may apply Proposition 5.4, choosing refinements
of C1, . . . , Cn−1, C ′n in T0 so that C1, . . . , Cn are triangulated to satisfy the beehive conditions. Choose T to
be a regular unimodular triangulation that refines R. Then T is a regular beehive triangulation of ∆.
If ∆ has no such edge, then every edge of ∆ has exactly two lattice points. Instead of T0, start with
the regular subdivision induced by ω with ω(p) = 0 for p ∈ ∆(1), and ω(p) = 1 for p ∈ ∂∆. The induced
subdivision R then has cells ∆(1), C1, . . . , Cn. Let T be any regular unimodular refinement of R. We claim
that T is beehive. For each i, any refinement of Ci will yield either 0 or 1 lattice points of τi connected to
two or more lattice points of τ
(−1)
i , depending on whether τ
(−1)
i has 1 or 2 lattice points. It follows that T
optimizes the number of such points, and so is a regular beehive triangulation of ∆.
We will now determine the value of b2 + 2b3 in a beehive triangulation.
Proposition 5.6. Let ∆ be a maximal nonhyperelliptic polygon with r boundary points and c(∆) column
vectors, and let T be a unimodular beehive triangulation. The value of b2 + 2b3 is r − c(∆).
Proof. Label the lattice points of τi as vi, u1, · · · , u`−1, vi+1, and the lattice points of τ (−1)i as ν0 = v(−1)i ,
ν1, . . ., νk = v
(−1)
i+1 . We claim that T connects min{|τi|, |τ (−1)i | − 1} of the lattice points of τi points to two
of the lattice points of τ
(−1)
i .
To see this, note that one maximal way to construct our beehive triangulation would be to “zig-zag”
between τi and τ
(−1)
i , connecting in sequence ν0, vi, ν1, u1, ν2, · · · and so on. This will terminate either when
we run out of lattice points on τi (at which point vi+1 would be attached to any unused points of τ
(−1)
i ), or
when we run out of lattice points on τ
(−1)
i (at which point v
(−1)
i+1 would be attached to any unused points
of τi). In the former case, we will have successfully attached each lattice point of τi to two lattice points
of τ
(−1)
i . In the latter case, our path ends with νk−1, uj , νk for some j, and only j lattice points of τi are
connected to two boundary lattice points. Since uj follows νj , we have that j = k − 1, which is |τ (−1)i | − 1.
We can now compute the value of b2 +2b3: it is the sum over all i of min{|τi|, |τ (−1)i |−1}, or alternatively
b2 + 2b3 =
n∑
i=1
[|τ (−1)i | − 1]−
n∑
i=1
max{0, |τ (−1)i | − 1− |τi|}.
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We make the observation that
n∑
i=1
[|τ (−1)i | − 1] = r.
Furthermore, if |τi| < |τ (−1)i | − 1, then by Proposition 2.3 we have |τ (−1)i | − 1− |τi| = ci(∆), where ci(∆) is
the number of column vectors associated to τ
(−1)
i . Since we have
∑n
i=1 ci(∆) = c(∆), we can conclude that
the value of b2 + 2b3 is r − c(∆).
This allows us to prove that
dim(M∆) = g − 3 + c(∆)− r.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. We have by Corollary 4.6 that dim(M∆) is the maximum of g − 3 + b2 + 2b3, taken
over all regular unimodular triangulations of ∆. By Lemma 4.7 and By Proposition 5.5, we can find a regular
beehive triangulation of ∆ which will achieve this maximum. By Proposition 5.6, the dimension given by
this triangulation is g − 3 + c(∆)− r.
Combined with the formula dim(M∆) = g − 3 + c(∆)− r from Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, this immediately
implies the following corollary, which is Theorem 1.4 in the maximal nonhyperelliptic case.
Corollary 5.7. If ∆ is a maximal nonhyperelliptic polygon, then
dim(M∆) = dim(M∆).
One consequence of this result is that we can classify all maximal polygons ∆ of genus g that satisfy
dim(M∆) = dim(Mplanarg ), which is equal to 2g + 1 for all g ≥ 4 with g 6= 7.
Theorem 5.8. Let ∆ be a maximal polygon of genus g ≥ 4. Then dim(M∆) = 2g + 1 if and only if ∆ is
equivalent to one of the following polygons:
• conv((0, 0), (0, 3), ((g + 2)/2, 0), ((g + 2)/2, 3)) with g even.
• conv((0, 0), (0, 3), ((g − 1)/2, 0), ((g − 3)/2, 3)) with g odd.
• conv((0, 0), (0, 2), (2, 0), (4, 2), (2, 4)) with g = 6.
• conv((0, 0), (0, 2), (4, 0), (4, 2), (2, 4)) with g = 7.
• conv((0, 0), (0, 4), (4, 0), (4, 2), (2, 4)) with g = 8.
• conv((0, 0), (0, 2), (3, 0), (5, 2), (2, 4), (5, 4)) with g = 10.
In particular, for g ≥ 11, there exists a unique maximal polygon ∆ with dim(M∆) = 2g + 1.
Proof. First note that if dim(M∆) = 2g + 1, then ∆ is nonhyperelliptic, since for ∆ hyperelliptic we have
dim(M∆) ≤ dim(M∆) ≤ 2g − 1, as discussed in Section 7.
It was shown in an addendum to [CV09] that our claimed result holds if we replace dim(M∆) with
dim(M∆). Since any ∆ with dim(M∆) = 2g + 1 is nonhyperelliptic and since only maximal polygons are
under consideration, we may apply Corollary 5.7 to conclude our result holds, since dim(M∆) = dim(M∆)
for such polygons.
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6 Nonmaximal nonhyperelliptic polygons
Let ∆ be a nonmaximal nonhyperelliptic polygon. As in the maximal case, let V (∆(1)) = {v1, . . . vn}
be ordered counterclockwise. Let the one-dimensional faces of ∆(1) be {τ1, . . . τn} where τi has endpoints
vi, vi+1 (we will work with the indices mod n). Since ∆ is nonmaximal we have ∆ ( ∆(0) = ∆(1)(−1). The
following lemma allows us to describe all faces on the boundary of ∆. Because we will be considering faces
of both ∆ and ∆(0), for any one-dimensional face τ of ∆(−1) we use τ (−1) to refer to the relaxed face of ∆(0)
corresponding to τ , and we let τ˜ (−1) to refer to τ (−1) ∩∆. Recall by Lemma 2.2 that τ˜ (−1) is nonempty.
We can explicitly describe the faces in the boundary ∆ as follows. If τ˜i
(−1) ∩ ˜τi+1(−1) = ∅, then there is
an edge of lattice length one connecting them; let this edge be ηi. If τi
(−1) ∩ ˜τi+1(−1) 6= ∅, by convention we
will let ηi = v
(−1)
i+1 .
To find a regular beehive triangulation of ∆, we follow a similar strategy as in the maximal case: we
will start with a regular subdivision, and then further refine it. Let T0 be induced by the following height
function ω0 : ∆ ∩ Z2 → R:
ω0(p) =
{
1 if p ∈ ∂∆
0 otherwise.
The two-dimensional faces of T0 are all of the form Ci := conv(τi, τ˜i(−1)) and Di := conv(vi+1, ηi), with
one additional face corresponding to ∆(1). Note that if Di is a two-dimensional face of T0, then it is a
unimodular triangle. See Figure 14 for an example.
∆(0)
v1
η0
τ˜
(−1)
1
v2
v3 v4
τ˜2
(−1)
τ˜
(−1)
4
∆
∆(1)
τ1
τ2
τ3
τ4
τ
(−1)
1
τ
(−1)
2
τ
(−1)
4
T0
∆(1)
D0C1
C2
C3
C4
v
(−1)
3 , v
(−1)
4 , τ
(−1)
3
v
(−1)
2
v
(−1)
1
Figure 14: A nonmaximal polygon ∆ with the cells of T0 labeled on the right, with the corresponding
maximal polygon ∆(0) is on the left. The ordering of the vertices aligns with the chosen ordering in the
proof of Proposition 6.1.
Proposition 6.1. For any refinements R1, . . .Rn of the faces Ci, there exists a regular refinement R of T0
such that R|Ci = Ri for every i ∈ {1, . . . n}.
We remark that this proposition is not true for maximal polygons; a counterexample is illustrated in
Figure 15.
Figure 15: A regular subdivision of a maximal polygon, and a choice of refinements of C1, C2, and C3 that
cannot appear in a regular triangulation
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Proof. Similar to the maximal case, we will construct a height vector ωi for every face Ci such that Ri =
R(∆|Ci , ωi), and at the intersection of two Ci’s the ωi’s agree. This creates a height vector ω satisfying the
conditions of Lemma 5.2. Choose v1 ∈ V (∆(1)) such that η0 has nonzero length; such an η0 exists by Lemma
2.2 and the fact that ∆ is nonmaximal. We then have that η0 is in the boundary of D0.
We now note that any cell Ci has lattice width 1, and so by Lemma 5.3 we have that the refinement Ri
is regular. We will inductively choose our height vectors ωi, from ω1 to ωn. Choose any height vector for
ω1 inducing the subdivision R1 of C1. Now assume that ωi has been chosen for all i ≤ k, where k ≤ n− 1.
First consider the case where k 6= n − 1. The two faces Ck and Ck+1 intersect in either one or two lattice
points (namely vk+1, or vk+1 and v
(−1)
k+1 ), and so by Lemma 5.1, ωk+1 can be chosen to agree with ωk.
Now consider the case where k = n− 1. Note that we know by assumption that Cn intersects with C1 at
only v1 because of the existence of D0. Thus ωn need only agree with ωn−1 and ω1 on at most 3 points in
total, and we can choose such a height vector for any subdivision Rn by Lemma 5.1.
Now define ω so that it agrees with each ωi on each Ci, and is defined in any way on the other lattice
points of ∆. By Lemma 5.2, the refinement
R =
⋃
C∈T0
R(∆|C , ω|C)
is regular, and satisfies R|Ci = R(∆|Ci , ω|Ci) = Ri for all i, as desired.
We are now ready to prove that for ∆ nonmaximal and nonhyperelliptic, we have dim(M∆) = dim(M∆).
Proof of Theorem 1.4, nonmaximal nonhyperelliptic case. Let ∆(0) = ∆(1)(−1). We already know that dim(M∆)
is at most dim(M∆), and that dim(M∆(0)) = dim(M∆(0)) since ∆(0) is maximal. If we can prove that
dim(M∆(0))− dim(M∆) ≤ |A| − rank(J), then we are done, since then we would have
dim(M∆) ≥ dim(M∆(0))− |A|+ rank(J) = dim(M∆(0))− |A|+ rank(J) = dim(M∆).
Consider the J matrix of ∆, whose generic entry in row i and column j is nonzero if and only if ai− cj ∈
∆ ∩ Z2. Let rank(J) = k, and let M be a k × k submatrix of J with nonzero determinant. Relabelling our
lattice points and our column vectors, we may assume that M is the upper left k × k submatrix. Denoting
the entry of M at row i and column j as mi,j , we have that
det(M) =
∑
σ∈Sk
(
sgn(σ)
k∏
i=1
mi,σ(i)
)
6= 0.
If every product
∏k
i=1mi,σ(i) were zero, then the determinant of M would be zero, a contradiction. Therefore,
there exists a permutation σ1 such that
∏k
i=1mi,σ1(i) 6= 0 which implies mi,σ1(i) 6= 0 for every i from 1 to k.
Therefore, we know that ai − cσ1(i) ∈ ∆ ∩ Z2 for i ∈ {1, ..., k}. Thus we have k distinct column vectors of
∆(0), each paired with a distinct lattice point of A.
Consider a regular beehive triangulation of ∆(0), which maximizes b2 + 2b3. We have that any vertex
vi of ∆
(1) is connected to the pushout v
(−1)
i , as well as to the closest lattice points on τi−1 and τi (if they
exist). Suppose a vertex v
(−1)
i ∈ A is removed. Either the dimension will drop by 1 or by 0, depending on
whether a beehive triangulation for the smaller polygon can be found that is as optimal with respect to the
edges τi−1 and τi.
We repeat this process, removing each point of A one by one (always choosing a lattice point that is
currently a vertex). The drop in dimension is therefore |A| −N , where N number of times we were able to
reconfigure our triangulation without losing dimension. The number of “free spaces” we can use to fix our
triangulation on an edge τ
(−1)
i is equal to |τ (−1)i |−1−|τi|. By Proposition 2.3, this is also equal to the number
of column vectors associated to the face τ
(−1)
i . For each of the lattice points a1, . . . , ak that we delete, there is
a distinct column vector contributing to the value |τ (−1)i |−1−|τi| for some relevant i which allows us to avoid
a drop in dimension. Thus, N ≥ k = rank(J). This means that dim(M∆(0)) − dim(M∆) ≤ |A| − rank(J),
completing the proof.
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7 Hyperelliptic polygons
Our main interest in this paper is for nonhyperelliptic polygons. However, we can quickly prove we do have
dim(M∆) = dim(M∆) for ∆ maximal and hyperelliptic; we leave as work for future researchers to determine
if this also holds for nonmaximal hyperelliptic polygons. In contrast the the nonhyperelliptic case, we have
a very concrete classification of all maximal hyperelliptic polygons of fixed genus g.
Lemma 7.1. Let g ≥ 2. Up to lattice equivalence are exactly g + 2 maximal hyperelliptic polygons of genus
g, namely
E
(g)
k := conv ((0, 0), (0, 2), (g + k, 0), (g + 2− k, 2))
for 1 ≤ k ≤ g + 2.
This was observed in [BJMS15, §6], and follows from picking the maximal polygons out from the clas-
sification of all hyperelliptic polygons in [Koe91]; see also [Cas12, Theorem 10(c)]. The genus 3 polygons
E
(3)
1 through E
(3)
5 are illustrated in Figure 16. It was shown in [BJMS15] that the hyperelliptic rectangle
E
(g)
1 and the hyperelliptic triangle E
(g)
g+2 give rise to a family of graphs with dimension 2g − 1, matching
the dimension of the moduli space Mhypg of all hyperelliptic algebraic curves of genus g; as argued there, it
follows that dim(M∆) = dim(M∆) for ∆ ∈ {E(g)1 , E(g)g+2}.
Figure 16: The maximal hyperelliptic polygons of genus 3
In this section we wish to argue that the same holds for ∆ = E
(g)
i for all i. To find a lower bound on
dim(M
P
(g)
i
), we will consider the polygon
Hg := conv ((0, 0), (0, 2), (g + 1, 0), (g + 1, 1)) .
This (nonmaximal) hyperelliptic polygon is contained in E
(g)
i for all i, so we have dim(MHg ) ≤ dim(ME(g)i ).
We now choose a particular unimodular triangulation T of Hg, guaranteed to be regular by [KZ03, Propo-
sition 3.4]. For 0 ≤ j ≤ g, connect the point (j, 1) to (j + 1, 1), splitting Hg into an upper and lower half.
For the upper half, connect the point (0, 2) to all points of the form (j, 1). For the lower half, connect the
point (j, 0) to (j, 1) and (j + 1, i) for 0 ≤ j ≤ g. The resulting unimodular triangulation T is illustrated for
g = 3 in Figure 17, along with a dual tropical curve.
Proposition 7.2. Letting T be the prescribed triangulation of Hg, we have dim(MT ) = 2g − 1.
Proof. We will prove this by explicitly finding the equalities and inequalities that define MT . Let G denote
the skeleton of a smooth tropical plane curve dual to T ; note that the combinatorial type of this skeleton
is the bridgeless chain of loops, as discussed in [BJMS15, §6]. We label the edge lengths of such a graph as
pictured in Figure 18: the starting and ending loops have lengths `s and `e, the common edges of bounded
cycles have lengths h1, . . . , hg−1, and the parallel edges of the jth cycle have upper length uj and lower
length wj for 2 ≤ j ≤ g − 1.
We claim that MT is defined by the usual nonnegativity requirements, along with the following equalities
and inequalities, up to the natural symmetry of the graph:
1. uj = wj for all j;
2. h1 ≤ `s ≤ 2h1 and hg−1 ≤ `e; and
3. hj + juj ≤ hj+1 ≤ hj + (j + 1)uj .
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Figure 17: The triangulation T , and a dual tropical curve
· · ·h1 h2 h3 hg−1hg−2`s `e
u2
w2
u3
w3
ug−1
wg−1
Figure 18: The length labels on the bridgeless chain of genus g
The fact that the equalities in (1) are necessary follows from [Mor, Lemma 2.2]. The inequalities in (2)
amount to considering the choices on edge lengths for the first loop, interpolating from having most length
in the vertical edge to most length in the edges with the horizontal components. Finally, the length hj+1
must be at least as large as hj plus whatever vertical translation is caused by the uj and wj edges; the uj
edge will contribute exactly jhj , and the wj edge can contribute (up to closure) anywhere between 0 and
wj , depending on how much of the length goes into the horizontal edge and how much into the diagonal
edge. Given any set of lengths satisfying these bounds, we can build a tropical plane curve whose skeleton
realizes these lengths by iteratively building one cycle after the next; it follows that these conditions are
both necessary and sufficient.
The codimension of MT within Mg is equal to the number of linear equations, of which there are g − 2.
Thus we have dim(MT ) = (3g − 3)− (g − 2) = 2g − 1, as claimed.
This allows us to prove the following corollary, which is the hyperelliptic case of Theorem 1.4.
Corollary 7.3. For any maximal hyperelliptic polygon ∆ of genus g ≥ 2, we have
dim(M∆) = dim(M∆) = 2g − 1.
Proof. We have ∆ = E
(g)
i for some i. We know that dim(ME(g)i ) ≥ dim(MHg ) ≥ 2g − 1 by the previous
proposition. Since M∆ ⊂Mhypg , we have dim(M∆) ≤ dim(Mhypg ) = 2g − 1. We thus have
2g − 1 ≤ dim(M∆) ≤ dim(M∆) ≤ 2g − 1,
so all inequalities must in fact be equalities, completing the proof.
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